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About the Weekly Briefing Report 

 

I write the Weekly Briefing Report to provide an immediate view of the market. My premium 

service (which additionally includes Monthly and Quarterly Briefing Reports) provides a more in-

depth view. Learn more and subscribe here. 

 

I value your feedback and I would particularly appreciate your thoughts on the topics you would 

like me to add to my coverage – contact me at peter@peterbackmanfs.com 

 

The Numbers 

 

Choices and ethics. Choice is not always good. 

 

Four months into covid, in my Weekly Briefing Report, I posed the question “What happens to the 

foodservice sector when the coronavirus packs its bags and leaves town?”. I professed then that I 

didn’t have the answers, but I pointed to four ways that covid had impacted the foodservice 

industry and the people and companies within it. It exposed faults (and positives) that underline 

foodservice. It degraded businesses. There had been an acceleration of past trends. And finally, it 

unleashed innovation (I quoted meal kits as an example). 

 

Who talks about covid nowadays? Viewing and reading the media, observing what’s going on in 

high streets and just talking to people, right now it seems covid has indeed packed its bags. The 

reason for this silence though isn't that covid has left town (although many people and activities 

suggest that it has). But we are suddenly and unexpectedly being forced to face another, 

probably even more, malign threat to our lives.  

 

What I hadn’t foreseen was war in Ukraine. In this country, and in others, we are unable to fight it 

with bullets and tanks – the potential outcomes of so doing are pretty horrific. Instead, we are 

fighting with the best weapons we have – economics, money, financial weaponry. While inflicting 

damage on Russia, there is no doubt that the outcome, in terms of inflation for example (or even 

the potential financial implosion of Chelsea Football Club), will also hurt us in the UK.  

 

But the use of financial weapons also poses ethical challenges for many (although ethical 

problems are, understandably, of little significance to the people of Ukraine right now). Many 

European countries, relying on Russian gas and oil, are unable to switch off that tap in the short 

term. While still purchasing Russian hydrocarbons, they are funding the Russian economy and its 

war. Doing so is an ethical decision. 

 

And some in the foodservice sector face similar ethical issues. McDonald’s generates about 9% of 

its sales from the 847 stores it owns in Russia. The company has decided to close those. But being a 

responsible employer, it will continue to pay its workers. In so doing it continues to fund the Russian 

economy and its war. I am not pointing a finger here - I would not want to be facing these ethical 

issues directly myself - but I am highlighting just one of the many impacts of the war in Ukraine.  

 

My sincerest hope – but regrettably not my expectation - is that the Russians will pack their bags 

and leave town. 
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My insight 
 

Headlines in the investment media last week proclaimed that, last summer, DoorDash was having 

discussions with Deliveroo, as if this was an amazing thing. But, of course, they were having 

discussions and it shouldn’t have been viewed as coming out of the blue. 

 

Now many people reading this will, I suspect, not be au fait with the structural changes that are 

changing the delivery space globally, and what that means for DoorDash and Deliveroo, and 

other delivery companies. I shall be having much more to say on this subject in a new venture 

that I am launching at the end of April. But having, I hope piqued your interest, I think it’s only right 

that I explain some more right now. 

 

DoorDash is the largest restaurant delivery company in the US with a market share of close to 50%. 

As an aside, its strength is in California and surrounding states while Grubhub, for example, with a 

share of about 15%, is strong in New York and New England. By last summer DoorDash was the fifth 

largest delivery platform globally – its revenues were only about 60% of those of Delivery Hero and 

Just Eat Takeaway but significantly higher than Deliveroo’s.  

 

And this is where I must bring some dynamic market context into play. The delivery companies are 

engaged in a race to grow faster than their competitors – and this is for a number of reasons: to 

share their costs over a wider revenue base; to provide a more compelling case to the largest 

restaurant chains (because the delivery companies want them on their platforms as a honeypot 

to attract more customers); and size (with its attendant opportunities for corporate, and therefore 

personal, growth opportunities) brings the brightest people, especially tech people, on board. 

With those factors driving its strategy, DoorDash was looking for ways to increase its size by 

acquisition.  

 

That is where Deliveroo came in. DoorDash was involved in only two markets – the USA and 

Canada. Deliveroo is active in 12 countries with an imposing market position in some of the largest 

delivery markets – the UK, France, and Australia to name three. Combining Deliveroo and 

DoorDash would have created a business with revenues of $7.5 billion and Gross Transactional 

Value (the value of sales to customers) valued at $52 billion. While this wouldn’t have altered the 

global ranking of DoorDash it would have put the company within striking distance of Delivery 

Hero and Just Eat Takeaway. 

 

Thus, from a market strategy perspective – enhanced size and expanded geographical reach - 

there was a strong case for combining DoorDash and Deliveroo. 

 

In the end, and for reasons I don’t have the space to go into here, at the end of last year, 

DoorDash acquired Wolt – the Finnish based delivery platform that is significantly smaller than 

Deliveroo (and therefore possibly much easier to absorb) but active in about 25 countries. Even 

though this is twice as many countries as Deliveroo, Wolt is not active in the large geographies 

covered by the UK-based company. Nevertheless, this acquisition closed some of the revenue 

gap on Delivery Hero and Just Eat Takeaway. 

 

So, is the DoorDash / Deliveroo game now closed? No, of course not, because DoorDash still 

needs to grow, Deliveroo is still around and still has no geographical overlap with the combined 

DoorDash / Wolt business. The strategic benefits remain and I’m pretty sure discussions between 

DoorDash and Deliveroo will reopen – it’s just a matter of when. 

  

The rest of this report contains a summary of activity over the last week: 
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News in the past week 

 

 
Financial and Legal 

 

• The Resolution Foundation reports that real incomes are likely to fall -4% in the coming 

year 

 

QSR 

 

• Greggs LfL sales in January and February increased 3.7% in managed outlets versus 

2020 

• Domino’s UK to roll out delivery charges in UK 

• Boparan Restaurant Group to trial customer-facing robots in Slim Chickens in Guildford.  

 

Delivery 

 

• HelloFresh turnover increased 61.5% in calendar 2021 

 

Around the World 

 

• McDonald’s announced closure of its outlets in Russia temporarily  

• Starbucks suspended business activities in Russia and shipment of Starbucks products 

• KFC announced it is suspending business from company-owned sites in Russia 

• Pizza Hut to suspend all (franchised) outlets in Russia 

• Domino’s DP Eurasia to continue trading from sites in Russia  

 

 

Delivery Offers in the Week 

 

• Deliveroo: Open me for 20% off (or more) on Tasty Thursday 

• UberEats: Snacks for the (Rugby) match with 50% off 

• UberEats: Free item from selected favourites when you spend £15 

• UberEats: 30% off from McDonald’s 

• UberEats: Fill your fridge with 50% off  
 

 

 

 

 

 


